
We are a family specializing in variable schedules. Vonn works two days a week in engineering and Tami three as a

nurse so Eli (3), and Roen (1), have full time parental care with no babysitters as Marci and Lance’s children also have.

Marci is the breadwinner doing nursing. Luke (6) is more or less doing home school. He can read and do basic math

and Ara (4), isn’t far behind.  Hans is working 1-2 days a week, playing with his toys and spending a lot of time reading

the Spirit of Prophecy books and the Bible. My schedule is on par with what it has been the last 23 years. After some

serious prayer, in addition to local church obligations, I was offered the opportunity to join ARME as the children’s

health and craft leader. I also have been doing the children’s program coordination for Weimar Convocation. That puts

me into the overload and travel mode every 2-3 months which is great because it gives me an excuse for not keeping

my house in tip-top condition. I much prefer teaching, especially kids, then to doing housework - more fun.

If you aren’t familiar with ARME or Weimar, here are their websites, ( http://www.armeministries.com/soldiers-of-the-

bible/ and http://weimar.org/ ) I would highly recommend both of them. They literally offer life-changing

opportunities for better physical and spiritual health. I have seen miracles at  both. Weimar is a college and lifestyle

center here in California. Their 2013 convocation is June 4 -8. ARME is an intensive weekend retreat of prayer and

Bible study that will be held in various places in 2013; TX in February, Colorado in July and Germany in October. We

were just serving with them in Hawaii 2 weeks before Christmas - thus my delay in getting out our Holiday greetings .

I would love to see each of you at one of these events and I guarentee you would be richly rewarded spiritually. They

are outstanding places to take your “interests” and the people you are studying the Bible with. We have had several

decide for baptism while attending these meetings.

We thank God this year for His word that gives us peace and assurance in this time when our world is evolving into

something it has never been before. It seems our church, country and world are at tipping points. Prophecy has given

us a glimpse into the future and it appears that we are certainly at the beginning of the end and at a critical point in

time. Are you ready for Jesus to come back again? I ask myself that question often. It is a sobering thought.

2013 New Year’s Greetings - finally!

“WHEELS” that is how I would summarize 2012 on the Sawatzky hill. Marci’s family are the providers of  the ‘’exciting”

wheels. Her husband Lance, is a big kid at heart who loves to play, so often you will find him here equipped with

motorcycles for the whole family.  Lance also brings his experimental helicopter that he built. Our property makes for

a great landing site plus it is a perfect layout for dirt biking and we now have a track built with Hans “wheels”. His

inventory includes a dump truck, backhoe, 2 tractors and a newly acquired old dozer, all of which he is obcessed with.

He spends days tinkering and hauling rock and dirt and he gives rides to grandkids. I am still waiting for my projects to

get some attention from his toys. In addition to the usual bikes and “wheels” the grandkids each have electric vehicles

and now so do we with the acquisition of a Prius – however, I still prefer my very practical van for my wheels.

May you and yours have a blessed new year,

Dawna and familyDawna and familyDawna and familyDawna and familyDawna and family

I worked on our yearly family pictures and have them ready to upload, but we are now on
satellite internet and it won’t upload - too slow. Check back later if you have an interest and

maybe I can find somewhere else where I can  get them on line.

http://dawnas.com/2013_New_Years_Greetings/
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Teacher Dawna

Our Treasures!

Hawaii “Working” Vacation

Rica

Christmas Wheels

Play Time



Campmeeting

Wow, 10 years already!

Building the motorcycle tack...

Best Friends

and using it!

Daddy Vonn

Best Friends

Trying out their wheels.

Goodnight Prayers

Best Friends

Dawna’s Orphan Brothers - Randy & Tommy


